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between him and the talkers ; the face under the fawn hat
confused itself with that of the Member for Wasbaston ;
the face of Old Forsyte above the bulwark rail appeared
suddenly between two Labour Leaders; and the lines
of faces faded to a blur on a grey river where gulls were
flighting.
Going out, he passed a face that had more reality—
MacGown's ! Grim ! It wasn't the word. No one had
got any change out of that affair* Multum ex parvo !
Parvum ex multo ! That was the modern comedy !
Going home to have a look at Kit and send Fleur a
wireless, he passed four musicians playing four instruments
with a sort of fury. They had able bodies in shabby
clothes. c By Jove ! ' thought Michael, * I know that chap's
face !—surely he was in my Company, in France ! ' He
watched till the cheeks collapsed. Yes ! A good man, too !
But they had all been good men. By George, they had
been wonders ! And here they were ! And he within an
ace of abandoning them! Though everybody had his
nostrum, and one perhaps was as good as another, still one
could only follow what light one had ! And if the Future
was unreadable, and Fate grinned, well—let it grin !
How empty the house felt! To-morrow Kit and the
dog were to go down to ' The Shelter ' in the car, and it
would be still emptier. From re o:n after room he tried to
retrieve some sight or scent of Fleur. Too painful! His
dressing-room, his study were the only places possible—in
them he would abide.
He went to the nursery, and opened the door softly.
Whiteness and dimity ; the dog on his fat silver side, the
Magicoal fire burning; the prints on the white walls so care-
fully selected for the moment when the eleventh baronet
should begin to take notice—prints slightly comic, to
avoid a moral; the high and shining fender-guard that

